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Abstract and Acknowledgements 

Abstract 

Nearly 90% ofal! start-up businesses fail within the first few years of their creation. 

However, businesses that begin through entrepreneurship incubators, market research and 

in-depth business plans have a success rate of90%. With these startling contrasts it 

becomes clear how important it is to be prepared before entering the business world. In 

order to properly prepare myself for the business world, I provide a detailed look at the 

sports memorabilia marketplace and how a business could succeed within this market. 

Within the analysis there is market information, survey data, financial predictions, 

operational information and other information that provides for a blueprint to success. 
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I. Executive Summary 

Business Description 

Biggertimesports is a sports memorabilia business that focuses on selling its merchandise 

on the internet-specifically on eBay. Biggertimesports is an existing business that is 

currently operated on a part-time basis by Johnny Bigger. 

The company separates itself from competitors by selling merchandise that is not often 

found on eBay or the internet while also starting all of its items at $0.25 per auction. 

Biggertimesports is able to do this by purchasing inventory and supplies in bulk, utilizing 

top-of-the-line equipment and software, and by using shipping fees as a primary source of 

profits. 

Since Biggertimesports is an existing business, the future of the company is the main 

purpose of this plan. Biggertirnesports plans to triple its eBay presence, incorporate a 

multi-functional webpage, and increase its presence nationally through sports shows. 

After accomplishing these goals, the business then plans to look into the possibilities of 

expansion into eBay commission services, sports shows storefronts, and other ventures. 

Location 

Biggertimesports is located at the home of Mr. J. Bigger in Muncie, IN. Since the 

business is conducted via the internet and requires no storefront, it is wise for 

Biggertimesports to utilize a home office. 

Marketing 

Biggertimesports conducted research through surveys, market information and 

competitive analysis to determine the best ways to elj:pand operations to become a better 

business. Through these techniques, Biggertimesports has found that specializing in rare, 

yet inexpensive, sports memorabilia items is the best way to create and maintain a niche 

in the $2 billion market. The details of the marketing plan and explanation of these types 

of items are explained later in the plan. 
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Financial Requirements 

Since the inception of Biggertimesports in 1998, the company has maintained the 

business model of expanding within its financial means. Biggertimesports has never 

utilized loans or debt in order to grow and has always maintained a large cash reserve. 

Biggertirnesports will not require any financing to expand its operations as it would 

directly go against how the company has grown in the past. Maintaining a large cash 

reserve in order to purchase inventory at bulk rates is a staple for the success of 

Biggertimesports. 
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II. Business Description 

A. General Description 

Biggertimesports is an existing sports memorabilia business that currently specializes in 

selling sports cards and sports collectibles through eBay.com. The name of the business 

is directly derived from the owner and founder of the business, Johnny Bigger. The 

current operations of Biggertimesports are located at the home of Mr. 1. Bigger with two 

offices and garage space used for equipment, inventory and supplies. Biggertimesports 

has or plans to have revenue eamed through the following venues: eBay sales, 

biggertimesports.com online sales, and sports show sales. 

Biggertimesports can succeed within the crowded internet sports memorabilia market 

because of how it conducts business. Biggertimesports focuses on a niche within the 

industry that is considered time consuming and tedious. Along with that fact, 

Biggertimesports also has unique selling aspects through self-made computer programs 

that allow for mass-customization of sales with minimum input. This allows 

Biggertimesports to sell vast amounts of items with very little labor expense. 

® 

Biggertimesports currently operates almost exclusively through eBay.com and their 

auction platform. On eBay, nearly 700,000 items are for sale on average per day in the 

sports memorabilia category. I Each eBay auction by Biggertimesports describes the item 

for sale and includes all of the pertinent data for would-be buyers (such as year, brand 

name, serial number, condition, an image of the item, and auction rules). 

, Sports Mem Cards & Fan Shop. eBay.com. 18 Feb 2005. 18 Feb 2005 < http://sports
cards.listings.ebay.coml_ WOQQfrornZR4QQsacatZ64482QQsocmdZListingltemList>. 
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Biggertimesports currently lists 1,000 auctions per week online with a goal of reaching 

3,000 per week. For more details about the specifics of the items sold through auctions, 

please refer to the operations section of the plan. 

BIGGERtime~com 
Biggertimesports.com is the domain name that Biggertimesports has purchased to further 

showcase its inventory and items for sale. The website has not been developed fully, but 

the website will be used as a way to sell different types of items online and maintain a 

customer base. The website will be linked with each e8ay auction for easy access for 

people who browse Biggertimesports items on eBay. The site will have items that are 

always in the businesses' inventory, items that are available through drop-ship2 

agreements with suppliers, bulk groups of assorted items for bargain hunters, and 

inexpensive single cards for set-builders3 and player collectors4
• Besides selling features, 

the website will also have a weekly column about sports and experiences to encourage 

repeat visitors and traffic within the site. 

2 Drop-shipping is a procedure where items are sold by a company without actually owning or holding the 
inventory that is being sold. Distribution companies and warehouses hold the materials and other retail 
venues sell their merchandise for them. Through this process, Biggertimesports will not hold the materials 
and will on Iy pay for items that have already been sold. The items will then be directly shipped to the 
customer without Biggertimesports ever holding the inventory. 
3 Set-builders are collectors which collect entire sets of cards. For example, a set-builder may want the 
entire 2005 set of Topps Baseball cards. This collector would get one of each card, in order, from 1-400. 
• Player collectors try to get cards of only one specific player. For instance, in Indiana there are many 
Peyton Manning player collectors. These collectors only try to get different items of that one player. 
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Site Service 

eBay Auctions 

Sports Card Database 

Sports Memorabilia 

Supplies 

Assorted bulk items 

Description 

Link to current eBay 

auctions 

Database of current 

inventory (not on eBay) 

Supplies needed to store, 

ship, protect memorabilia 

Groups of various sports 

collectables 

Weekly Column/Interaction Column about sports or 

important news/Online 

polls, chats 

Sports Shows 
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Reason 

Allows customers to see 

inventories on eBay through 

the company site 

Provide other types of 

inventory that is not feasible 

to sell on eBay 

Sold through drop-shipping, 

no inventory cost 

For bargain shoppers who 

want discounted deal to 

resell or to volume collect 

Gives another reason for 

customers to come back and 

discuss sports, news, etc. 

Figure 1 

Sports shows are the lifeblood of the sports memorabilia business. Sports shows are most 

often on the weekends and are usually located at hotels, sports memorabilia shops, and 

convention centers. 5 At these shows, sports memorabilia dealers and collectors get 

together to buy, sell and trade with each other. Biggertirnesports plans to set up at local or 

national shows each weekend. Currently, Biggertimesports attends a show every 

weekend, but often only as a buyer for items to sell on eBay. Biggertimesports plans to 

expand to have a presence at more shows as a vendor in order to add one more way to 

seU merchandise. 

, Smith, Chad. Owner of Cardboard Allstars. Personal Interview. 13 Jan 2005. 



B. Industry Background 

National Level 

The sports memorabilia market has been in existence since the first baseball cards were 

produced in 1887.6 However, the sports memorabilia market did not become anything 

more than merely pieces of cardboard until 1952 with the introduction of Topps brand 

baseball cards. Since then, the sports memorabilia industry has steadily become a $2 

billion dollar industry per year.7 

The trends within the industry are towards game-used items and autographs on sports 

cards (since the introduction of game-used cards in 1997 by Upper Deck), and within 

sports memorabilia, 100% authentication has become a necessity for items. To a lesser 

extent serial numbered and short-printed items are also popular among player and set 

collectors.8 However, the biggest trend in the sports memorabilia market is the continual 

growth of internet business within the industry. Through auction houses such as eBay, 

online websites and online message boards, items that once took years to find can now be 

retrieved in minutes. More collectors and vendors are buying and selling their 

merchandise online rather than at sports shows.9 

This change has resulted in a few important developments in the sports memorabilia 

industry. For one, collectors have become savvier in buying merchandise. Premium 

prices on local players (such as Jermaine O'Neal of the Pacers to people in Indianapolis) 

are less likely, since collectors can now buy online from markets that may not have 

demand for the same player (such as the New York market). However, in turn, players 

that have a large following in other areas, but not locally (such as Tom Brady of the New 

England Patriots) can be sold online for much more than the local market could support. 

6 "American Card Catalog Cross Index." Becket! Almanac ofB.seball Cards and Collectibles. 2003 ed. 
? "Sports Memorabilia Industry $2 Billion Strong." AIIAuthentic. 16 Nov 2004.28 Feb 2005. < 
http://allautbentic.coml20Q4/ II /sports-memorabilia-industry-2-billion.htrnI>. 
• Stanley, Jason. Owner ofCardsarnillion. Personal Interview. 13 Feb 2005 . 
• Hat!, John. Owner of Jackpot Cards. Personal Interview. 12 Feb 2005. 

Owner of Baseball Cards Inc. Personal Interview. 13 Feb 2005. 
Smith, Chad. Owner of Cardboard Allstars. Personal Interview. 13 Jan 2005. 
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Understanding both the local and national market as become a necessity for sports 

memorabilia vendors. 10 

Regional Level 

Within the Midwest the sports memorabilia market is weaker than in the rest of the 

nation. I I This actually proves to be very beneficial for the operations of Biggertimesports 

since most of its sales are conducted via the internet. Biggertimesports is able to easily 

purchase merchandise to resell to markets outside the Midwest through eBay, and, in the 

future, through biggertimesports.com. While the weak regional market does make it more 

difficult to set up as a vendor at local sports shows, the marketing section will address 

how Biggertimesports plans to overcome the issue. 

C. Potential of the Venture 

Biggertimesports currently has a successful sports memorabilia operation through its 

sales on eBay, but its expansion plans could make it become one of the more substantial 

sports memorabilia outlets in the Midwest, if not the country. 

The first area of expansion is within eBay itself. Currently, Biggertimesports launches an 

average of 1,000 auctions per week every Friday night between the times of 8-1 0 pm. J2 

Biggertimesports plans to grow to launch an average ofJ,OOO auctions per week. Since 

Biggertimesports is currently run on a part-time basis by the owner, switching to working 

fulltime for the business would easily make this goal achievable. Based on research that 

will be discussed in the marketing and operation sections, the 3,000 auction per week 

goal is within Biggertimesports capabilities. 

10 Owner of Baseball Cards Inc. Personal Interview. 13. Feb 2005. 
" Owner of Baseball Cards Inc. Personal Interview. 13 Feb 2005. 

Rowe, Adam. Personal Interview. 10 April 2005. 
Burbank Sportscards. Phone Interview. 8 March 2005 . 

12 The best time to sell auctions has been found to be during the 8-10 pm timeframe on Fridays for 
Biggertimesports. The results were found in surveys and research by Biggertimesports in 2002. 
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The second area of expansion will be with the additional online presence of 

biggertimesports.com. With this website, Biggertimesports can offer a larger range of 

items and items that are not feasible to be sold on eBay. This expansion is a low risk, as 

the website presence is very inexpensive ($103.88 per year) to run and most of the 

additional merchandise will be sold on a drop-ship system through suppliers that 

Biggertimesports has tentative agreements with. 

The third area of expansion will be setting up more vending booths at sports collectable 

shows. Biggertimesports currently sets up at one show in Fort Wayne, IN twice a month, 

but wishes to expand to set up at national or strong local shows each weekend to increase 

both sales and recognition. This is a longer term goal as it will require hiring and training 

more employees, and it will require holding more inventory on hand than what 

Biggertimesports currently does. 

The final areas of expansion are distant possibilities at this time. Biggertimesports would 

like to eventually set up a retail sports memorabilia store at a site in Muncie, IN, but right 

now it would not be fmancially feasible to set one up according to local market 

research. 13 Another future expansion would be to market the ways in which 

Biggertimesports sells its items on eBay to the public as a commission service. 

Biggertimesports, in essence, would be an eBay broker for people who wish to sell items 

online, but do not want to personally handle the details. Since the market for this concept 

is currently unknown, Biggertimesports will focus on growing its business opportunities 

directly dealing with the sports memorabilia industry first, and then take another look at 

this opportunity (expansion plans are further explained within the Milestone section). 

D. Uniqueness of Product 

What separates Biggertimesports from the thousands of other online eBay names or 

online stores? How could Biggertimesports succeed as more and more people sell items 

" Biggertimesports research from 200 I sbowed that a store would not be economically worthwhile in 
Muncie, [N . Since the research all sports shops in Muncie bave closed. In March of2005 a new shop 
opened up, but it is too early to see if it will be successful. 
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themselves on the internet? These are both very good questions that the owner has 

addressed in deciding which sports collectable niche to enter into. 

Biggertimesports is and will continue to be different than its online sports memorabilia 

competitors in the types of items it offers and the price levels it offers. From various 

eBay searches it was found that most online sellers list items that typically sell for over 

$10 and at least over $5. 14 However, Biggertimesports offers most of its items at a 

starting price of$0.25 per item and most of them end up selling for under $1. 15 

Biggertimesports can sell items like this and make a profit for a number of reasons. 

Purchase power. Biggertimesports buys items in bulk to reduce the 

individual prices of items. Items are then sold on an individual basis to 

maximize return. 

Experience. With 12 years of experience in the sports memorabilia field, the 

owner has built up a knowledge base of the types of items that sell the best 

on the internet. This knowledge is nearly impossible to duplicate. 

Shipping rates. Biggertimesports offers reasonable, yet still profitable 

shipping rates. Shipping charges are $2.50 for individual sports cards, with a 

charge of$0.50 for each additional item won on the same day (for eBay 

auctions). Through surveys, acceptable shipping rates were found to be from 

$2-3 with additional item shipping costing from $0.25-$3.00. Through eBay 

searches it was found that the average shipping rate was $2.25 for one item 

and $1.00 for each additional item won on the same day. 

J4 Biggertimesports conducted searches on eBay of every 2004 "star" player in football, basketball and 
baseball. Players were considered "stars" if they individually listed in Beckett's price guide. 
" Based on 2004 average sales numbers. 



Automated programs. Biggertimesports has developed a unique way to 

launch thousands of items each week with very little human interaction 

through the use of a variety of computer programs and equipment. Nearly 

every aspect of selling items online has become automated to reduce labor 

and time costs. 

With these reasons, Biggertimesports can offer thousands of items at reduced prices that 

few other competitors can match. Also, since most other online memorabilia sellers 

consider items under $5 (and especially under $1) to not be a profitable sector,16 it is a 

market that is not very crowded as only the sellers who conduct in bulk purchasing and 

who are also knowledgeable in buying the correct merchandise can be profitable. Due to 

this, many companies that would be considered competition are actually suppliers for the 

merchandise that Biggertimesports sells. 

E. Future of Business 

Biggertimesports plans to continue to focus its merchandise towards selling items under 

$5. The company does plan to expand into selling more expensive items in the future as 

well as offering more types of merchandise and services. Within the Marketing and 

Milestone Sections, the plans of how Biggertimesports will continue to grow will be 

provided in more detail. 

16 Owner of Baseball Cards Inc. Personal Interview. 13 Feb 2005 . 
Hogan, Adam. Owner of Destin Sports Cards. Personal Interview. 12 April 2005. 
Smith, Chad. Owner of Cardboard Allstars. Personal Interview. 13 Jan 2005. 
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Ill. Marketing 

A. Research and analysis 

Target Market 

The target market that Biggertimesports provides for will continue to be collectors of the 

less expensive items (items under $5, and most often under $1). Through survey results 

of potential and current customers, Biggertimesports has found that these items are the 

best items to provide for three specific reasons. First, among those surveyed, 77% 

considered themselves "bargain hunters." This market also stated that 91 % would likely 

be repeat customers if their first transaction went smoothly. Finally, this group bought the 

low end items most often to either build sets or build their player or team collection. This 

market is more interested in quantity of cards over quality. They would rather have 10 

items at $1 each than one item at $10. Within the category "bargain hunters" themselves, 

most of this market is between 35-44 years old and an income range of $30,000-$50,000. 

Their primary interests are sports-both watching and playing. 

Competition 

eBay. Biggertimesports faces thousands of competitors with its presence on eBay' s 

auction site. At any time a potential customer might find several similar or identical items 

up for sale on eBay. These other competitors might be other sports memorabilia stores, 

collectors, or third-party commission firms, but each becomes direct competition for 

sales. 

Bigger/imesports.com. Similar to the competition on eBay, biggertimesports.com will 

also face thousands of competitors. There are thousands of sports-related online stores 

available for customers, but the competition is more defined than eBay competition. 

Online stores are usually only produced by other sports memorabilia vendors without the 

presence of collectors and third-party vendors as direct competition. 

Sports Shows. For local collectors, an easy way to fill their collecting needs is through 

sports shows. These shows can be of almost any size with some as fewer than 10 
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different dealers to as many as 800 different vendors. 17 Within these shows, the 

competition and customers are directly in contact with the other vendors. Each show 

provides a different competitive atmosphere. For example, at the sports show in Fort 

Wayne, IN that Biggertimesports regularly attends and hosts a table, the atmosphere with 

other vendors is friendly- vendors sell to one another to help provide for specific 

customers that they might have. However, at some of the larger shows that the owner has 

attended, the climate is different. While there are segments of vendors who have the "I'll 

help you and you help me" philosophy, many of the vendors do not. According to Chad 

Smith of Cardboard Allstars, the reason is that vendors at large shows usually have either 

large online stores, brick and mortar stores or both. At more local shows there are mostly 

just vendors who sell memorabilia for extra cash. Also, because these vendors are coming 

from across the country for large shows, they may have less of a personal relationship 

with other vendors compared to local shows. Therefore, they are less likely to be as 

friendly as vendors at local shows. 

Estimated Market Share 

The annual secondary market sales within the sports memorabilia industry is $2 billion. 

Biggertimesports estimates that it can sell 3,000 items per week based upon availability 

of merchandise and labor. In 2004, the average sale price of items for Biggertimesports 

was $2.73 per item with an average price received including shipping at $3 .71. Based 

upon these numbers and the expected sales of 3,000 per week, Biggertimesports expects 

annual sales of$552,652. This would result in a market share of 0.02% of the sports 

memorabilia industry. 

Along with eBay sales, Biggertimesports also expects to sell within its website at a 

growing basis. Due to the fact that it will take time to build and maintain a customer base 

that trusts a website other than eBay, the projections for biggertimesports.com will be 

conservative for the first three years. Biggertimesports plans to sell $100 per month in 

17 The National Sports Card show has 800 different vendors each year. In contrast, Biggertimesports will 
often attend small shows in Fort Wayne, IN, Toledo, OH and Indianapolis, IN where sometimes only 10 
different vendors will be present. 
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sports supplies through its website based on conversations with suppliers and their usual 

expectations on their drop-shipping sales.18 

Biggertimesports also plans to continue to sell its items at sports shows. Currently, 

Biggertirnesports sells an average of $200.25 per show. Biggertirnesports plans to sell at 

shows each week. 

From eBay sales, biggertimesports.com sales and sports show sales, an estimated 

$590,373 will be sold each year. This would results in a market share of 0.03% of the 

sports memorabilia industry. 

B. Marketing Plan 

Market Strategy 

Overall e8ay Strategy. The market strategy for Biggertimesports directly derives from 

both experience and survey results. Biggertimesports will specifically market towards 

customers who view price and quantity as their highest values in their sports collectibles. 

Through eBay auctions, biggertimesports.com and sports shows (both local and national), 

Biggertirnesports will offer most of its items within the range of customers looking for 

the "deals." From survey results, 92% of customers who bought items under $5 felt that 

they would be repeat customers and 97% of customers who bought items under $1 felt 

that they would be repeat customers. Both of these customer levels were by far higher 

than any other pricing category. Therefore, Biggertimesports will offer items within the 

$5 or less price range to garner the most repeat customers and the largest collectible 

market that survey results showed. 

While these customers viewed price as a key part of their purchasing decisions, it is 

important not to forget that value still must be present. Through the sources that 

Biggertimesports has in acquiring its items in bulk quantities, items that are either rare or 

"Brownell, Eric. BeW Online Supplies. E-mail Interview. 10 March 2005 . 
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popular will be the predominant items that will be otTered.19 The consistent offering of 

these types of items through consistent mediums and auction starting times will allow 

customers to easily fit checking out Biggertimesports' inventory into their schedules to 

see what new items are offered each week: 

Additional eBay Strategy. Along with offering these items under $5, Biggertimesports 

also wants to touch on other peripheral markets to encourage its overall exposure and 

sales. One such market is with sales of more exp~nsive and desirable items. Through 

survey results and actual market testing, Biggertimesports has found that when a few 

"more expensive,,2o items are up for auction along with the regular selection, sales on all 

products are increased. In fact, Biggertimesports has found that it is profitable to 

purchase three or four items that are either very popular at the time or sell for over $1 00 

and resell them at a cheaper price. From these desirable collectibles, hit counts and bid 

counts on items increase by an average of 17%21 compared to weeks when 

Biggertimesports only sells items that will sell for $5 or less. 

Biggertime~ports. com Strategy. Biggertimesports.com will offer a different variety of 

items compared to what is sold through eBay auctions. The website will offer cards at 

fixed prices rather than in an auction fonnat, and will generally be sports memorabilia 

that either would not or did not sell on eBay's site or are not financially cost effective to 

sell on their site. Besides these items, Biggertimesports.com will also sell memorabilia 

supplies, wax boxes,22 and autographed memorabilia through a combination of drop-ship 

contracts as described in the Marketing Appendix. 

J' Rare items are items that are either sequentially numbered, variations, or short-printed in comparison 
with regular issue items (such as sports cards). Popular items consist of items that are of popular players, 
popular brands or popular types of items at the time. Past examples include Peyton Manning during his 49 
touchdown season, Upper Deck Exquisite sports cards (the first ever $500 pack of cards), and game-used 
items since 1997. 
2. "More expensive" items are those that are either extremely popular at the time or extremely difficult. 
Autographs of Hall of Fame players, items that are produced in quantities under 25, and the rarest rookie 
card of a popular player could usually be considered "more expensive" items. 
21 According to Vendio.com research prices should increase by 18%, but in comparing average sale prices 
of items with and without the inclusion of "expensive" items, the results showed a 17% increase. 
22 Wax boxes are sealed boxes of packs of cards. Wax boxes usually have from I to 36 packs of cards 
within each sealed box. 
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Sports shows. The focus of Biggertimesports at sports shows will be towards local teams, 

players, and "bargain items." Biggertimesports will offer a wide range of items that focus 

on the Indianapolis Colts, Indiana Pacers, and Indiana colleges. The "bargain items" will 

be items similar to those that will also be offered on biggertimesports.com. 

Email brochure. Linked to biggertimesports.com will be an online brochure. The 

document will include the newest items available from Biggertimesports, the current 

inventory on biggertimesports.com, and items that Biggertimesports is currently buying. 

Pricing 

Overall Plan. Biggertimesports goal in its pricing strategy is to offer most of its items at a 

lower price than any online competitor. Tn order to accomplish this goal, 

Biggertimesports must buy most of its products in bulk quantities and offer a strategy to 

encourage repeat customers. 

eBay Auctions. The main offering ofBiggertimesports will be through eBay's auction 

process with items starting at $0.25 per auction. Through market surveys, it was found 

that this was the most popular starting price for potential customers while still being 

fInancially feasible. By starting out all items at $0.25 per auction, customers are 

encouraged to bid because of the affordable price. Shipping prices are also affordable for 

customers at a price of$2.50 per item (for sports cards) with a charge of$0.50 for each 

additional item won on the same day. This encourages customers to try and win multiple 

items and offers competitive shipping rates compared to other eBay vendors. The range 

of shipping prices for eBay sports cards auctions ranges from $1.00 to $4.95 with an 

average at $3.00. Survey results showed that the most of the acceptable shipping prices 

ranged from $2.00 to $3.00. 

Shipping pricing proves to be a key pricing strategy for Biggertimesports. This is because 

while $2.50 per individual auction is considered inexpensive to the buyer, because of the 

bulk supply purchasing that Biggertimesports conducts, it only costs $0.58 to mail each 
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item. This margin allows Biggertimesports to recoup the eBay fees, Vendio fees and 

actual cost of the item very easily. 

Biggertime~porls. com. There will be three different types of items sold through the 

platform ofbiggertimesports.com. The first will be items that either did not sell on eBay 

or are not feasible to sell on their site. These items will be sold at $1.00 per item 

including shipping. The other types of items will be those sold through pre-arranged 

contracts through drop-shipping. These items include autographed memorabilia, game 

used memorabilia, memorabilia supplies and wax boxes. The prices of these items will 

vary, but will be marked up 10% ofBiggtimesport's purchase price. The last type of item 

offered on the website will be "collections. ,,23 These "collections" will offer a 

combination ofa wide range of items that are not strong sellers individually. Often times 

when Biggertiroesports acquires inventory, a certain amount of "junk,,24 memorabilia is 

acquired as part of the bulk purchase. "Collections" will combine some of this "junk" 

memorabilia with a few desirable items and will be sold at $100.00 per collection. For 

customers, this is an excellent deal as each "collection" will have at least $1,000 in 

Beckett25 value and for Biggertirnesports it will help lower inventory, gain cash flow and 

provide profit. 

Sports shows. Items sold at sports shows will be placed in several distinct pricing 

categories. For more information about specific pricing of items in sports shows please 

refer to the Marketing Appendix. 

Advertising and Promotion 

eBay. The best form of advertising Biggertimesports might have is through the 

campaigns that eBay.com conducts. EBay spent $857,874 million in 200526 which was an 

increase of 51 % from 2003. Through their advertising campaigns more people are aware 

23 Collections can also be considered part of the assorted bulk items mentioned previously in plan. 
24 "Junk" memorabilia refers to items that are very difficult to sell individually and must be sold together in 
order to be sold. 
2> Beckett is the industry accepted pricing company for sports memorabilia. Beckett produces monthly 
gublicatioDs to provide the latest pricing on sports memorabilia. 
6 eBay. Annual Report. 2004. 
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of eBay and their sellers. EBay also promotes their best vendors through mailings and 

onsite promotions. In February and April of 2005, Biggertimesports was called by eBay's 

Seller Outreach Program to write a story about the company, their philosophy and trade 

secrets. The article has not yet been published on eBay' s site. 

Besides eBay's own campaigns, they also offer promotions through owning an eBay 

Storefront. Through eBay' s Featured Storefronts, a seller' s items appear both at the top 

and alongside eBay's webpage within sports-related searches. EBay charges $49.95 per 

month for this service. Below is an example of the advertising barmers that can be placed 

on eBay' s website (using the search Michael Jordan). 

eBay mlc hde l Jor ddn , (drds, f dn ApPdre l So uve mrs, Olher Sporl s Memo rdlll i id Ilcmls dt low rme Mic rosoft Internet Fxplorcr 

• !!rung I I!U l!9i§lli I ~ I ~ 

! ! .BayS_t 

Hello, biggtimesports! (Not you":' .5.um..!n.) 
B"""", Ad 

/ 
.... ;= , ... ::~ 

....,.""""" ....... ---Jordan f leer ROelKE c.a:s fran 1.99 
I III M(l3t '" 1MNry... .: I u, '*' 

}) Urlhmlted calls 10 all $ 24 99/ mo. t ~ 
)[J stites a'ld Canada • .. 1-

n-...(}r" ... ."..,.· Pt" .. Cl~' ~ .... ~1 _ V " 

~ Back to Keyword Mlthae! Jordan .I::I.2mI. ,. All Cat-gDri" ,. s-n:h tta.uIt. far~ Jord-' 

All hems Stilt h NOW 

c;lm:;;ich::.:;ae= ' i:::or:::dan"'-__________ JlII-=-A1::c1 Cat= S",9:::on:::·s::.., ____ -""81 Search I Ad".,,' S""" 
o S •• rch titl. and delFmption 

Matching C"'ego,I •• 575J items found for nllchO'iel Jo.dan 

Figure 2 

Cross-promotion. Biggertimesports has identified three specific ways to promote and 

advertise the products it offers itself. The first way is through cross-promotion of its 

items. Every eBay auction will have a gallery that rotates through other related items that 

are also for sale through eBay auction by Biggertimesports. This galJery will be located at 

the top of the eBay item description and according to Vendio research, items with this 

gallery sell for 18% more. In addition to this, each eBay auction will have direct links to 
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biggertimesports.com in both the item description and througb Biggertimesports eBay 

name itself (biggertimesports.com). 

Inc rAMA SalAS by 1 Q% and double vour hits - Vendi" Gallery 

Figure 3 

Hosting promotion. Through the bosting contract from IX Web Hosting, 

biggertimesports.com will be listed on over 300 search engines through keywords and 

descriptions. This will allow potential customers who use almost any popular web search 

engine to find biggertimesports.com when they type in words related to sports 

. collectibles and memorabilia. 

Sport shows. Biggertimesports plans to have a banner set up above the Biggertimesports 

booth at any show where the business will set up. In addition to the banner, a printed list 

of shows that Biggertimesports plans to attend will be available and business cards will 

be available for customers. 
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Advertising Budget. Biggertimesports is fortunate in that it does not require much in 

advertising expenses. Since the business already has a customer base and it gets a lot of 

indirect advertising through eBay' s efforts, not a lot of other methods are necessary to 

grow to the desired levels. The estimated advertising budget will be $1 ,600.00. The 

money will be utilized in the following way: 

• eBay Featured Storefront $599.40 

• Vendio Cross-Promotion 

• Business Cards 

• Misc. Sports Show Ads 

• IX Webhosting Promotions 

$600.00 

$\00.00 

$300.60 

$0 
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IV. Operations 

A. Location 

Biggertimesports operations will be located at the residence of the owner, Mr. Bigger. 

The address is: 

Johnny Bigger 

2700 West Beckett Drive 

Muncie, IN 47304 

It is feasible to be located at a residence due to the fact that all of Biggertimesports sales 

will either be made online or at sports shows. Therefore, it is not necessary to display 

items at a storefront. Biggertimesports is also able to function at this location as the 

neighborhood allows home-based businesses.27 

Figure 4 

Online. The most important location for Biggertimesports is its location on the internet

the business domain name. The domain name for the business will be 

biggertimesports.com. This domain has been purchased and makes it easy for the 

27 Orchard Lawn Neighborhood Association Bylaws 
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customer to directly identify the business as the same business that sells on eBay and at 

sports shows. 

Advantages 

The biggest advantage for Biggertimesports in its physical location is in the overhead 

expenses it pays for office space and use for business operations. Since the offices are 

located within the residence of Mr. J. Bigger, the expenses for the business are only a 

proportion of the utility and mortgage bills. In taking this route, Biggertimesports cuts its 

overhead costs considerably while also enjoying the luxury of having work hours at 

anytime. 

Online. The advantage for having the website name identical to the business name is 

clear. By having the same name for eBay transactions, a business website and booths at 

sports shows, customers will know each presence refers to the same business. 

Taxes 

Four taxes are applicable to the location. Biggertimesports will pay sales tax to the State 

of Indiana at 6%, Delaware County tax, federal income tax, and property tax. Sales taxes 

will only apply to sales conducted to customers within the State of Indiana. Both the 

Delaware County tax and the federal income tax will be based on the profit of the 

company. 

B. Proximity to Supplies 

The most important business aspect to Biggertimesports will be the ability to acquire new 

products to supply to customers. With no storefront, Biggertimesports must travel to 

sports shows and suppliers to get new inventory. Biggertimesports currently attends 

regional sports shows in Chicago, Detroit, Dayton, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, and 

Toledo. The business plans to attend more national sports shows as the business grows as 

well. Currently, since most of the shows Biggertimesports attends are at either Fort 
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Wayne or Indianapolis, the suppliers for the business are only between one hour to one 

hour and a halfs drive away. 

Location Distance Time 

Donald E. Stephens Center (Chicago) 252 miles 4 hours 

Gibraltar Trade Center (Detroit) 255 miles 4 hours 

Nutter Center (Dayton) 89 miles 1.5 hours 

Alexis & Telegraph (Toledo) 215 miles 3.25 hours 

Holiday Inn (Indianapolis) 51 miles 45 minutes 

Comfort Inn (Fort Wayne) 70 miles I hour 

Figure 5 

C. Access to Transportation 

Again, since Biggertimesports' s physical location will not be a storefront, transportation 

will apply to the distance and modes of transportation the business will use to attend 

sports shows. For all regional shows Biggertimesports will travel by car, but as 

Biggertimesports plans for national shows in cities such as Philadelphia, Kansas City, 

Atlanta, San Francisco and Phoenix (for example), travel will be through flights out of 

the Indianapolis, Dayton or Chicago' s airports. 

D. Selling Operations 

Probably the most important aspect of how Biggertimesports survives and succeeds is 

through its selling operations and procedures. Through its automation and selling 

techniques Biggertimesports is able to sell items quickly and cheaply. Below is a graph 

that details the amount of time required for each function within Biggertimesports 

internet sales. 
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Function Method Time Per Item Avg. Items Per Hour" 

Image Scanning Medical Scanner 12.5 seconds 250 

Image Scanning Flatbed Scanner 30 seconds 100 

Item Listing Software 72 seconds 50 

Order Processing Software 43 seconds" 83·· 

Order Processing By Hand 108 seconds·' 25" 

Inventory Processing By Hand N/A 500 

Mailing By Hand N/A 2 Hours'· · 

Customer Support Email Program N/A 2 Hours··· 

Figure 6 
• Average items actually completed per hOUf. Time per item is possible, but over lengths of lime errors and breaks reduce actual 
output. 
•• Order Processing refers to each customer's order instead of individual items sold. Each order may contain multiple items . 
••• Mailing and Customer Support times reOcct amount oftimc spent on each function per week. A IOtaJ of two hours per week are 
spent on physically mailing items and customer support. 

These figures are outstanding within the sports memorabilia industry because 

Biggertimesports has acquired state-of-the-art equipment that allows for fast image 

scanning, programs that allow for bulk listing, and automation in both the recording of 

sales data and shipping information. These techniques have been designed in-house and 

there are no known similar operations online at this time. 
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v. Expansion 

A. Sales 

Since Biggertimesports is an existing business, the goals for the business plan are to 

determine in what ways the business can grow and prosper. Biggertimesports has 

determined that in order to increase revenues several steps must occur. 

Increased eBay sales. The best way for Biggertimesports to increase sales is through 

purchasing more items to sell each week. Currently, Biggertimesports sells 1,000 items 

per week through eBay auctions. Biggertimesports can expand its purchasing to sell 

3,000 items per week through its eBay auctions. The increase in eBay auctions can be 

accomplished by expanding the relationships with current suppliers and attending more 

sports shows to buy from new suppliers. Below is a chart that outlines the amount of 

items that Biggertimesports currently purchases from each of its suppliers, how often 

Biggertimesports purchases from the suppliers each month, and the potential capacity that 

each supplier could offer. 

Supplier 

Fort Wayne Show· 
Indianapolis Show· 
Destin Sports 
Adam Rowe 
Online*" 
National Shows·" 

Amt Purchases 
Per Month 

2 
2 
4 

1 
5 

4···· 

Poss. Purchases Per 
Month 

2 
3 
4 
2 

30 

• The Fort Wayne and Indianapolis Shows include sevc:ral different suppliers at each show . 

Items Per 
Purchase 

500 
250 
250 
1,500 
5 
1,500 

... Online supplitm are considered cBsy auctions that Biggertimesports wins with the goal of reselling the items . 
••• National Shows are sports shows that arc located in big cities and have over 200 different vendors set up . 

Poss. hems 
Per Purchase 

750 
400 
1,000 
2,000 
5 
3,000 

Figure 7 

.... Biggertimesports attends approximately four National Shows per year, not per month. The goal is to attend one show per month 
at the national level. 

Through these current suppliers at the capacity levels, Biggertimesports would be able to 

acquire 13,850 items each month. Broken down into weeks, Biggertimesports would have 

3,462 items to sell through eBay auctions each week. Since some of these items would be 

sold to local collectors or at sports shows, Biggertimesports estimates that 3,000 items 

per week would be available for eBay auctions. 
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Inventory Database on biggertime:,ports. com. The company website, 

biggertimesports.com, is currently "Under Construction" as it continues to become more 

developed and polished. The plans for this website are to incorporate selling items that 

would not be prudent to sell on eBay and items that Biggertimesports has a consistent 

inventory of-such as items available through drop-ship contracts. In order to sell items 

on the website, a database of all inventory (excluding items to be sold through eBay) 

would need to be developed. Biggertimesports has database software that will work with 

the website. Initially, data entry of the inventory will be a long process, with an estimated 

input time of current inventory taking nearly 200 hours. Once the initial inventory is 

inputted, keeping up will be as easy as listing items for eBay auctions and will only take 

approximately 1-3 hours per week. 

Drop-ship Contracts. Biggertimesports has developed agreements to sell other types of 

sports memorabilia and supplies through drop-ship agreements. These agreements 

include selling Steiner Sports autographed and game-used memorabilia ITom Dropship 

Direct, sports supplies from BCW Diversified, and wax boxes from Baseball Cards Inc. 

With each of these agreements, Biggertimesports will only buy merchandise from these 

companies after an order has been placed by the customer. Biggertimesports will never 

house the products, but will only act as a middleman for the customer and the distributor. 

As Biggertimesports continues to expand, the business will try to become more direct 

with each of these sectors, but as a start Biggertimesports will utilize these contracts to 

provide revenues. 

Show presence. Kevin's Kollectables sports show in Fort Wayne, IN is the only show that 

Biggertimesports sets up a booth at within its current operations. Biggertimesports plans 

to have a vendor presence at one show per week with one show per month being a 

national show. 

Long termfoture. Biggertimesports envision its business developing into one of the 

premiere sports memorabilia businesses in the Midwest and possibly in the nation. 



Biggertimesports has always stressed expanding its operations as it is financially feasible 

with as little outside financial assistance as possible. As more resources become 

available, Biggertimesports will continue to re-evaluate expanding into other markets 

such as autograph signings, storefronts, show sponsorship, and auction commission 

services. 

B. Operations 

Biggertimesports will also have to adapt its operations and work force in order to 

accomplish the expansion plans it has set forth. The most critical adaptation that 

Biggertimesports will need to make is an increase in the labor. Currently, 

Biggertimesports has employees for listing items, scanning images, and mailing orders. 

There will need to be more employees for these functions as well as employees that can 

attend sports shows as representatives ofBiggertimesports. The chart below details how 

many hours per week will be required in order to reach the expansion numbers. 

Function Hours 

Image Scanning-Medical 11 

Image Scanning-Flat Bed 2.5 

Item Listing 60 

Order Processing 21 

Mailing 4 

Inventory Processing 6 

Customer Support 2 

Show Assistance 5 

Total Hours 111.5 

Figure 9 

As owner, Mr. J. Bigger will continue to operate all order processing, customer support 

and item purchasing. Taking out his work leaves 88.5 hours per week for employees of 

the business. Currently, Biggertimesports has three employees working 29 hours per 
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week. Therefore, an additional 59.5 hours per week will be required from either current 

or new employees. As Biggertimesports expands as its financial flexibility grows, more 

employees may be required for storefronts and auction commission services. 



VI. Management 

A. Key Personnel 
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For Biggertimesports there are three key positions to the functionality of the business. 

The three positions are Owner, General Manager, and Automation Consultant. 

Owner 

The owner of the business is Mr. Johnny Bigger. Mr. J. Bigger has collected sports 

memorabilia since the age of 10 and began selling sports memorabilia at sports shows 

when he was 13. At 15, he created an eBay account to buy and sell sports collectibles 

online and since then he has turned his hobby into a business. As owner, Mr. J. Bigger 

will be responsible for the overall growth and the direction of the business. His duties 

will also include: 

General Duties 

• Purchasing the individual sports memorabilia to sell online or at sports shows 

• Selecting sports shows to attend 

• Processing orders of paid merchandise 

• Overseeing operations 

• Listing the best items online through eBay 

Administrative 

• Recording sales 

• Web site maintenance 

Mr. J. Bigger will be compensated an annual salary of$30,000. 



General Manager 

The general manager of Biggertimesports will be Mr. Thomas Bigger. Currently a student 

at Ball State University, Mr. T. Bigger has a background in the sports memorabilia 

industry as well. He collected sports memorabilia as a child and follows his favorite 

sports teams. As a computer technology student, Mr. T. Bigger also provides skills in 

computer networking and the newest technologies to the business. As general manager, 

Mr. T. Bigger' s duties will include: 

General Duties 

• Listing items to sell on eBay 

• Listing items to sell on biggertimesports.com 

• Overseeing the scanning images of items to be sold 

Administrative 

• Maintaining computer network 

• Updating outdated technologies 

Mr. T. Bigger will be compensated $7.001hr for his services. 

Automation Consultant 

The automation consultant will be Mr. Curt Hall. Mr. Hall currently works for World 

Wide Technologies and has an avid interest in improving business processes. Mr. Hall 

has offered his services for no compensation as a friend of the business. As a consultant 

Mr. Hall would help in the following ways: 

General Consulting 

• Provide solutions for improved image scanning 

• Provide solutions for improved sales recording 

• Inform of new software to improve productivity 
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Other jobs 

Besides these three jobs, Biggertimesports will require three other types of jobs within 

the business. These jobs are: scanning images, listing items to be sold online, and mailing 

packages of sold items. The number of people doing these jobs will grow as the business 

grows. Currently, Biggertimesports has two workers to cover these processes, Ms. Joni 

Ball and Ms. Kristina PauL They each work seven hours per week at $6.25 per hour. 

B. Legal Structure 

Biggertimesports will be a sole proprietorship owned by Mr. Johnny Bigger. The 

business does not require any partners or incorporation to succeed. 
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VII. Financial 

A. Financial Assumptions and Methodology 

It is important to understand why each of the specific numbers was used to find financial 

projections for Biggertimesports. The following is a list of these assumptions for better 

understanding of the financial potential of Biggertirnesports. 

Income Statement Assumptions 

Sales. In order to project the estimated sales, Biggertirnesports broke the sales into eBay 

auction sales, sports show sales, and biggertimesports.com sales. Biggertimesports 

averaged the sales from each sports show that it attends to acquire merchandise and 

applied a capacity ratio to figure how much additional sales would occur with expansion. 

Each adjusted average was then multiplied for the amount oftimes the show occurs 

annually. The following is a list of the projected sports shows that Biggertimesports will 

attend: 

Show/Supplier Shows per month Days of show 

Fort Wayne Show 2 Sunday 

Indianapolis Show 3 Saturday 

Destin Sports 4 Upon Request 

Adam Rowe 2 Upon Request 

Gibraltar (Detroit) Show 1 Friday-Sunday 

Toledo Show 4 Tuesday 

National Show 1 Friday-Suoday 

Dayton Show 1 Saturday 

Detroit Show 4 Wednesday 

figure 10 
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The base sales figure was ultimately found using the following formula: eBay Items X 

Success Ratio X Average Price including Shipping + (Unsuccessful items X Bulk Price) 

+ (Show Sales X Weeks) + (biggertimesports.com sales X Months). With the actual 

numbers, the formula reads: 3,000 X 89% X $3.71 + (11% X $0.50) + ($200.25 X 52) + 

($100 X 12) = $552,652. 

Cost of Goods Sold. The projection on the cost of goods sold was also based on the 

average expenses on inventory at each sports show (also adjusted for estimated capacity), 

as well as the average monthly expense on items bought online to resell. In addition to 

the cost of the items, the fees for eBay and Vendio.com services and postal fees were 

figured into the cost. For the complete list of fees of eBay, Vendio.com and postal fees 

please refer to the Financial Appendix. 

Operating Expenses. The following is a list of each expense item and a description on 

how these totals were found. 

Salaries and Wages. Salaries and Wages were figured based on the salary of Mr. J. 

Bigger of $30,000 per year and per hour wages of other employees. With the expansion, 

88.5 hours per week were found to be necessary in addition to the work of Mr. J. Bigger. 

For the remaining hours, 40 will be allocated at the $7.00 per hour rate, and the 

remaining hours at the $6.25 per hour rate. In 2005, an additional 200 hours at $6.25 will 

also be used for the initial set up of the biggertimesports.com inventory database. 

Payroll Taxes. Payroll taxes were figured based on 11.15% of the wages paid per 

employee. The individual taxes break down to 7.65% for Social Security, 2.7% for State 

Unemployment and 0.8% for Federal Unemployment. 

Rent. The amount of rent was taken from at a proportionate amount of office space used 

by Biggertimesports in the home of Mr. 1. Bigger. The proportion for all rent and utilities 

is 37% of the home. 
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Insurance. Vehicle insurance was obtained from State Fann Insurance and was quoted as 

$755 semi-annually, insurance on the business was quoted at $588.00 annually. 

Advertising. A total of$I,600.00 will be budgeted towards advertising each year. It will 

be used in the following way: 

• eBay Featured Storefront 

• Vendio Auction Gallery 

• Printing for Sports Shows 

• Misc. Advertising 

$599.60 

$600.00 

$100.00 

$300.40 

Fuel. Fuel cost was derived from taking the 2004 fuel expense to attend shows and mail 

orders and adding in the additional expected miles to attend more shows in 2005. Then 

the fuel cost was increased proportionally to represent the increase in gas prices from 

2004 to 2005.28 

Office Expenses. In 2004, Biggertimesports spent $1,257 renovating its office space. Due 

to this, the office expense will be small for 2005 and will only be considered an 

"emergency" type fund. Therefore, a blanket $500 will be allocated towards various 

office expenses. 

Computer Equipment. Biggertimesports has purchased three new computers, three new 

scanners, two new printers, and a digital camera in 2004. There is no need for any new 

equipment in 2005 as the increased workload can be handled with just this equipment. In 

the future, new equipment will need to be purchased to replace outdated equipment and 

to keep up with increases in workload. 

2S The average gas price in 2004 in Indiana was $1.77 and the current average price is $2.19. This reflects a 
23% increase in gas prices, which is the number that was used to reflect the increase in gas prices for the 
next three years. Prices according to indianagasprices.com 
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Professional Services. Biggertimesports will continue to use Thelma Eulitt to prepare tax 

statements for the business. Mrs. Eulitt charges $75.00 per filing for her services, which 

will total $300. 

Depreciation. Biggertimesports is able to depreciate the cost of some of the home of Mr. 

J. Bigger at $176 per year. 

Utilities. Each utility was averaged for the last eight months (the time Mr. Bigger has 

resided in his home) and a proportionate amount was figured based on the amount of 

office space used by Biggertimesports. 

Utility 

Gas 

Electric 

Cell Phone 

IntemetITV Access 

Water 

Average Monthly Price 

$25.60 

33.73 

70.78 

130.99 

14.83 

Figure 11 

Web Site Hosting. The web hosting expense was figured directly from the annual expense 

that IX Web Hosting charges for its hosting services. 

Supplies. For the supply cost, Biggertimesports found the amounts of supplies purchased 

last year and proportionally increased the amounts based on projected item sales 

numbers. The supplies include packaging materials and labels. 

Sports show expenses. For sports show expenses, the price to set up booths at shows 

Biggertimesports expects to set up were figured, as well as expected costs to arrive at 

each show. For a complete list on the expected expenses for each show, see the Financial 

Appendix. 
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Interest expense. Biggtimesports has interest expense of $34.80 per month. This interest 

is from the expense of the home office use. 

Operating Expenses for Years 2 and 3. As Biggertimesports plans to increase its 

business, some expenses will also rise in respect to that expansion. The expected 

increases will be as follows: Fuel expenses are figured to increase at 25% per year as a 

high estimate based on the current uncertainty of gas prices. Also, computer equipment 

will most likely need to be purchased in 2008 to replace outdated equipment. The figure 

is $3,000 based on the cost of computer equipment purchased in 2004 by the business. 

Cash Flow Assumptions 

Cash Receipts. Cash receipts represent the net sales from the income statement. 

Cash Disbursements. The section includes the total cost of goods sold, operating 

expenses, interest payments, and tax payments. 

Balance Sheet Assumptions 

Cash. Cash is taken from the ending cash balance on the cash flow statement. 

Other Assets. These assets are long-term assets that have been contributed by Mr. J. 

Bigger to Biggertimesports. For more information on the specific assets please refer to 

the Financial Appendix. 

Retained Earnings. This value reflects the accumulated net income from the income 

statement. 



B. Ratios 

The critical business ratios are listed below in the chart. 

Ratio 2006 2007 2008 

Current • -* 
_. 

Quick • _. _. 
Gross Margin .35 .35 .35 

ROA 1.00 .59 .40 

ROI 1.00 .59 .40 

Figure 12 

• Ratios cannot be divided by zero. Biggertimesports operates with no debt. 

c. Break-even Analysis 

The break-even analysis was derived using rent, Mr. J. Bigger's salary, Mr. J. Bigger' s 

payroll taxes, insurance, advertising, office expenses, computer equipment, professional 

services, web hosting, and utilities as fixed costs, and every other expense and revenue as 

a variable amount. The total amount of fixed expenses total $45,417 or $3,785 per 

month. At expected levels of sales, Biggertimesports would have a gross margin of 

$15,888 per month. Once the variable costs of wages, fuel, other payroll taxes and sports 

show expenses are figured at a total of $3,451.97, the total expenses per month are 

$7,236.96 for the fust month. Therefore, Biggertimesports will be profitable with its 

expansion in the first month of its expanded operations. This follows the past trend of 

Biggertimesports to continue to remain profitable as it grows. 

D. Financial Projections 

Biggertimesports has prepared financial projections for the next three years (2006 to 

2008). The projections are for the year-end totals, as in the past Biggertimesports 

experienced no change in its revenue and expense streams from month to month. Also 
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included in the Appendix Section is the income statement for Biggertimesports for the 

year 2004. 



Johnny Bigger-blggertimesports 
Profonna Income Statement 
For the Years 2006 to 2008 

Sales 
Cost of Goods Sold 

Gross Margin 

General and Administrative Expenses 
Salaries and Wages 
Payroll Taxes 
Rent 
Insurance 
Advertising 
Fuel 
Office Expenses 
Computer Equipment 
Professional Services 
Utilities 
Web Hosting 
Office Supplies 
Sports Show Expenses 
Depreciation 
Pro~~Taxes 

Total G&A Expenses 

Earnings Before Interest & Taxes 

Interest Expense 

Earnings Before Taxes 

Income Taxes 

Net Income 

2006 
$ 552,652 

362,000 
190,652 

61 ,573 
6,865 
2,708 
2,098 
1,600 
1,233 

500 

75 
3,311 

104 
300 

9,080 
176 

1,200 
90,823 

99,829 

418 

99,411 

29,823 

69,588 

2007 2008 
$552,652 $552,652 

362,000 362,000 
190,652 190,652 

61 ,573 61 ,573 
6,865 6,865 
2,708 2,708 
2,098 2,098 
1,600 1,600 
1,541 1,926 

500 500 
3,000 

75 75 
3,311 3,311 

104 104 
300 300 

9,080 9,080 
176 176 

1,200 1,200 
91 ,131 94,516 

99,521 96,136 

418 418 

99,103 95,718 

29,731 28,715 

69,372 67,002 



Johnny Bigger-biggtlmesports 
Balance Sheet 
For Opening to 2008 

Assets 
Current 
Cash 

Invento!}: 
Total Current Assets 

Non-Current 
Equipment 
Accumulated Depreciation - Equipment 

Total Non-Current Assets 

Total Assets 

Liabilities 
Current 
Accounts Payable 
Notes Pa~able- SIT 

Total Current Liabilities 

Non-Current 
Notes Pa~able 

Total Non-Current liabilities 

Total liabilities 

£g!!J!y 
Retained Eamings 

Total Eguity 

Total Egu!!): and Liabilities 

O~ning 

$ 18,000 

5,000 
23,000 

5,200 
(1 ,728) 

3,472 

26,472 

$ 

26,472 
26,472 

26,472 

2006 2007 2008 

$ 96,060 $168,904 $239,178 

0 0 0 
96,060 168,904 239,178 

5,200 5,000 5,000 
(1 ,728) (1,728) (1 ,728) 

3,472 3,272 3,272 

99,532 172,176 242,450 

0 0 0 

99,532 172,176 242,450 
99,532 172,176 242,450 

99,532 172,1 76 242,450 



Johnny Bigger-biggtimesporls 
Statement of Cash Flows 
For Opening to 2008 

Beginning Cash Balance 
Cash Inflows 
Net Sales 

Total Cash Available 

Cash Outflows 
Cost of Goods Sold 
Salaries and Wages 
Payroll Taxes 
Rent 
Insurance 
Advertising 
Fuel 
Office Expenses 
Computer Equipment 
Professional Services 
Utilities 
Web Hosting 
Office Supplies 
Sports Show Expenses 
Pro~erty Taxes 
Total Cash Disbursements 

Cash Surplus 

Loan Interest 

Ending Cash Balance 

2006 
$ 18,000 

552,652 
570,652 

362,000 
61 ,573 

6,865 
2,708 
2,098 
1,600 
1,233 

500 

75 
3,311 

104 
300 

9,080 
1,200 

452,647 

118,005 

418 

$ 117,587 

2007 2008 
$117,587 $216,866 

552,652 552,652 
670,239 769,518 

362,000 362,000 
61 ,573 61 ,573 

6,865 6,865 
2,708 2,708 
2,098 2,098 
1,600 1,600 
1,541 1,926 

500 500 
3,000 

75 75 
3,311 3,311 

104 104 
300 300 

9,080 9,080 
1,200 1,200 

452,956 456,341 

217,284 313,177 

418 418 

$216,866 $312,759 



VIII. Critical Risks 

Potential Problems 
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Loss oj suppliers. A loss of suppliers would severely hurt Biggertimesports. 

Biggertimesports relies on purchasing memorabilia from other sports vendors and 

collectors across the Midwest and soon, across the country. If Biggertimesports would 

lose its supplier base, its business would dramatically downsize. 

Solutions: Biggertimesports understands that the loss of suppliers could occur and to 

combat this possibility the business is continually seeking new suppliers of merchandise. 

Biggertimesports does not rely on one single supplier for a large portion of its sales (the 

largest supplier provided for 25% of Biggertimesports 2004 profits). 

Changes in eBay's Fee Structure. A change in e8ay's fee structure would lower the 

margins for 8iggertimesports. Recently, eBay raised its prices on their eBay Storefronts 

and in the future eBay could raise their fees on regular auction items as well. 

Solutions: Biggertimesports would ultimately lose some profit margins if an increase in 

eBay fees occurred. However, from the public relations nightmare that eBay endured 

from raising their eBay Storefront prices, the likelihood of a raise in regular auction fees 

in the near future in unlikely with the threat of rivals like overstock.com now encroaching 

on eBay's auction monopoly. EBay actually reduced their prices on regular auctions in a 

response to the backlash that they endured for raising some of their other rates-thus 

helping the profits of Biggertimesports. Also, Biggertirnesports has left room for rate 

increases within the acceptable shipping fees as found through survey results. This could 

allow Biggertirnesports to raise its shipping rates in response to a raise in any of eBay's 

selling fees. 

Change in social perception. There is a possibility that the sports memorabilia industry 

could experience a loss of social interest. Customers may stop or decrease their spending 

within the sports memorabilia industry. 
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Solutions: The likelihood of the sports memorabilia industry fading away is slight. Sports 

memorabilia has been collected since the 1880s and has increased in sales each decade 

smce. 

New competition. Other sports memorabilia vendors could follow a blueprint similar to 

Biggertimesports and encroach on the business. This would cut off some suppliers and 

reduce all overall margins. 

Solutions: Biggertimesports is continually looking for ways to automate its systems even 

more. Through its automation consultant, Mr. Hall, and Mr. J. Bigger, Biggertimesports 

will try to keep on the cutting edge of technologies to make the selling of sports 

merchandise easier and cheaper. Biggertimesports respects the threat of more competition 

within the niche it is trying to dominate, but it also recognizes that the barriers to entry 

are high to compete long term with its business model. 

-
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IX. Harvest Strategy 

Biggertimesports has identified three potential harvest strategies for the eventual future of 

Biggertimesports. 

Sale of business to Mr. T Bigger. The first possible strategy would be to sell the 

company to the General Manager, Mr. T. Bigger. Mr. T. Bigger already knows most of 

the aspects of the business and would be familiar with all operations. Most likely, the sale 

would also include a training time to teach Mr. T. Bigger exactly how Mr. J. Bigger 

successfully buys the correct merchandise to sell and get suppliers comfortable with the 

new owner. 

Sale of business to another party. Biggertimesports could also be sold to another 

interested party. As with the sale of business to Mr. T. Bigger, a critical part of the sale of 

the business would be teaching the new owner how to properly buy the right 

merchandise. 

Liquidation of business assets. A third option is to sell offall of the assets ofthe 

company, end all formal contracts with suppliers, and cease operations. 
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X. Milestone Schedule 

Biggertimesports plans to continue to grow the same way it has in the past, by self

financing its growth and seeing how the market is as cash reserve increase. Therefore, the 

milestone schedule for Biggertimesports has tentative dates in which to look towards the 

viability of new or existing markets. Below is a tentative schedule of the plans of 

Biggertimesports. 

June 2005 - Finish construction ofbiggertimesports.com 

Dec 2005-

Jan 2006 -

Dec 2006 -

Begin selling merchandise on biggertimesports.com through drop

shipping agreements 

Finish inventory database for biggertimesports.com 

Begin listing 3,000 eBay auctions per week. 

Look again into the feasibility of a storefront in Muncie, IN, possible 

sponsorship of a sports show, and eBay commission store 

While this schedule is very much a short term schedule for the business, it is very 

difficult to determine which (if any) further expansion method may work at the end of 

December 2006. Through current research, none of these plans are economically feasible 

at the time. However, as Biggertimesports increases its cash-on-hand, it may try one of 

these three methods to further expand even though it may take time to become profitable. 

This remains unlikely, since the business model that Biggertimesports has used since its 

inception is to take very educated risks that look profitable in both the short and long 

term. 
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Appendix I 

Sports Show Expenses. 

Show Expense Cost 

Fort Wayne Show Table Fees $20 

National Show Table Fees $300 

National Show Travel $100-$500* 

Indianapolis Show Table Fees $25 

• Cost oftraveJ to national shows will vary, for National Chicago Shows the Ilverage past cost is about $100, for national sllows in 

other locations the estimated cost is a S500. This price is most likely much higher than the actual expense will be. but the high price 

will has been established to cover any unforeseen expenses that may occur. 



Appendix n 
Drop Shipping Agreements 

Drop Shipping Contracts 

Autographed Memorabilia 

Supplies 

Wax Boxes 
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Steiner Sports, Dropship Direct, 

Baseball Cards Inc., Baseline Sports Cards 

BCW Online, Baseball Cards Inc. 

Baseball Cards Inc. , Destin Sports Cards, 

Dave and Adam Sportscards 
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Appendix III 

Sports Show Pricing Categories 

For items sold at sports shows, Biggertimesports has found that the best ways to sell 

items is at specific price levels. For instance, Biggertimesports has had its most 

successful shows when it has made boxes that have cards for $1 each, $0.25 each, $0.10 

each. Therefore, Biggertimesports will set up its booths at card shows in the following 

way: 

• High End items will have variable pricing 

• Boxes for cards at $1 each, $0.25 each, $0.10 each 

• Boxes for player of local interest (Indiana born players, players on Indiana 

professional teams) 

• Game Used and Autographed items at $3 each 

• Common cards for set-builders and player collectors 
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Appendix IV 

Training Plan for New Employees. 

Biggertimesports has successfully trained three employees in the past to list, mail orders, 

scan images and do clerical work. Biggertimesports training includes exposure to each 

activity that the job will entail and the employees are offered input into which functions 

they prefer. As the new employee gets used to the various functions of their job, 

expectations are set and they are placed on production quotas for listing and image 

scanrung. 
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Appendix V 

Fee Schedule for e8ay 

Basic Fees 

When you list an item on eBay, you're charged an Insertion Fee according to the table 
below. If the item sells, you are also charged a Final Value Fee. The total cost of selling 
an item is the Insertion Fee plus the Final Value Fee. 

Insertion Fees Final Value Fees 

Starting or Insertion Closing Final Value Fee 
Reserve Price Fee Price 

$0.01 - $0.99 $0.25 Item not No Fee 

$1.00 - $9.99 $0.35 
sold 

$10.00 - $24.99 $0.60 
$0.01 - 5.25% of the closing value 
$25.00 

$25.00 - $49.99 $1.20 $25.01 - 5.25% of the initial $25.00 ($1.31), 

$50.00 - $199.99 $2.40 $1 ,000.00 plus 2.75% of the remaining 
closing value balance ($25.01 to 

$200.00 - $499.99 $3.60 $1 ,000.00) 
. 

$500.00 or more $4.80 Over 5.25% of the initial $25.00 ($1.31), 
$1,000.01 plus 2.75% of the initial $25.00-

$1,000.00 ($26.81), plus 1.50% of 
the remaining closing value 
balance ($1 ,000.01 - closing value) 
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Appendix VI 

Fee Schedule for Vendio.com 

Service Plan Plan Info 

Sales Manager Merchandising Edition Variable Power Monthly Fee: $29.95 
change edition I Get a Recommendation 

Listing Fee: NONE 

Final Value Fee: 1.25% of sold ~ems only, $4.95 
maximum per item 

Bonus: free Bronze Store subscription (or $4.95 
credit toward any other Stores plan 
monthly fee) ! 

see other I2lans 

Vendio Stores Stores Bronze Monthly Fee: $4.95 

Sales Fee: 1 % (max $4.95) 

see other I2lans 

Image Hosting 10,240 MB Monthly Minimum: $49.95 
As long as your Sales Manager, Tickets Manager and Vendio 
Stores fees exceed the monthly minimum, you will not be charged 
for Image Hosting. 

see other I2lans 

Vendio Gallery Powerseller Monthly Fee: $49.95 for first SOOO items 

Additional imported items: $0.01 for each additional ilem 

see other I2lans 



Appendix VII 

Phone Transcript from e8ay 

Feb 5, 2005 

"Hi, this is Becca. I'm calling from eBay' s Seller Outreach Program. I'm actually 

calling because your user ID came up as one of our top sellers, so I hoped to talk 

to you today about your listing strategies as your business continues to grow. I 

certainly hope you have a great day." 
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Appendix VllI 

Survey for Biggertimesports 

The survey was compiled via the internet. Customers who won Biggertimesports auctions 

were offered a discount of $0.50 for filling out the survey and the promotion produced 

313 surveys. 

The survey is on the following page and includes the percentages of the responses. 
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Biggertimesports Survey 

Thank you for participating in Biggertimesports marketing survey. With your input we 

will try to provide services that better fit you, the customer. After completing the survey 

email theresultsto biggtimesports@hotmail.com. and a $0.50 credit will be given 

towards your latest purchase. Thanks again for your input! 

I . Describe Yourself 
Age: 18-24 15% 25-34 16% 35-44 26% 45-54 30% 55-64 10% 

Over65 3% 
Gender: Male 81 % Female 19% 
Marital Status: Single 41 % Married 59% 
Income: under 15,000 6% 15,001-20,000 11% 
20,001-30,000 10% 30,001-40,000 18% 40,001-50,000 15% 
50,001-60,000 12% 60,001-70,000 8% 70,001-85,000 6% 

4% 85,001-100,000 4% above 100,000 ---'-'--"-

2. Why do you buy sports memorabilia? 
Hobby 63% Investment 11 % Gifts 3% 
Other 19% 

3. What items do you want to see from an eBay seHer the most? 
Items over $100 13% Between $50-100 17% Between $25-50 10% 
Between $10-25 14% Under $10 46% 

4. How often do you buy items on eBay? 
Once a Month 23% Once a Week 26% 2-3 Times Per Week 41% 
Once a Day 8% Never 2% 

5. What is the most important part of an eBay transaction for you? 
Timeliness 27% Customer service 12% Price 54% Packaging 6% 
Feedback 0% Other 1% 

6. How likely is your purchase affected by a seller's shipping fee? 
Very Likely 26% Likely 30% Somewhat Likely 27% 
Not Very Likely 13% Would Not 4% 

7. What do you feel is a fair price for shipping for one single sports card? 
Over$4.00 1% $3-4 4% $2.51-$3.00 16% 
$2.01-2.50 51% $1.51-2.00 13% $1.00-$1.50 14% 
Under$1.00 1% 
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8. What do you expect shipping for additional items won on the same day to be? 
No discount 0% $1.00 for each item 18% $0.50 for each item 25% 
$0.25 for each item 37% Each item free 20% 

9. What type of shopper do you most consider yourself? 
Bargain Hunter 77% Speculator 4% Reseller 17% 
Not Price Conscious 2% 

10. What methods of payment would you expect to be available? (Check all that apply) 
Paypal 94% Check 86% Money Order 96% 
Bidpay 26% Other 31 % 

11. How long would you expect to get your item once you have paid? 
Same Day 0% Next Day 1% 2-6 Days 32% 
6-IODays 57% 11-14Days 8% 15-30 Days 2% 

12. How likely are you to buy from or specifically look for items sold by an eBay seller 
that you have already bought from if you were satisfied with the first transaction? 

Very Likely 41% Likely 34% Somewhat Likely 16% 
Not Very Likely 6% Would Not 2% 

13. How likely are you to check a seller's items if you know that they offer items at the 
same time each week? 

Very Likely 11% 
Not Very Likely 14% 

Likely 34% 
Would Not 6% 

Somewhat Likely 35% 

14. How likely would you be to place a want listlbuy list with an eBay seller? 
Very Likely 6% Likely 14% Somewhat Likely 20% 
Not Very Likely 39% Would Not 21% 

15. What are your bobbies? (Check all that apply) 
Playing Sports 67% Watching Sports 81% Family 86% 
Friends 69% Other 43% 

Thanks again for filling out this Biggertimesports survey. Please email to 
biggtimesports@hotrnail.com and you will receive your $0.50 credit towards your latest 
biggtimesports auction purchase! 



Johnny Bigger-biggertimesports 
Income Statement 
For the Year 2004 

Sales 
Cost of Goods Sold 

Gross Margin 

General and Administrative Expenses 
Salaries and Wages 
Payroll Taxes 
Rent 
Insurance 
Advertising 
Fuel 
Office Expenses 
Computer Equipment 
Professional Services 
Utilities 
Web Hosting 
Office Supplies 
Sports Show Expenses 
Depreciation 
Pro~erty Taxes 

Total G&A Expenses 

Eamings Before Interest & Taxes 

I nterest Expense 

Earnings Before Taxes 

Income Taxes 

Net Income 

2004 
$129,732 

92,435 
37,297 

1,828 
204 

3,200 
588 

736 
1,232 
5,700 

75 
2,107 

201 
320 
176 

16,367 

20,930 

418 

20,512 

6,154 

14,359 


